
WELCOME TO CRYSTAL HEARING 

Hello, my name is John Lloyd, Registered Hearing Aid Audiologist and Managing Director of Crystal Hearing Limited, and I welcome 
you to the very first Crystal Hearing newsletter.

Crystal Hearing Ltd is an independent company dedicated to supplying the very best and latest digital hearing aids at more affordable 
prices, with a professional fitting service and ongoing aftercare included. If you have received this newsletter then you have either 
purchased hearing aids from Crystal Hearing, or you may have had a hearing test and not purchased any hearing aids, or you simply 
bought some hearing aid accessories or batteries.

I hope you do not mind that I have included you on the distribution list as I feel you may find the newsletter informative and of 
benefit to your own personal needs.

For more regular hearing aid updates please view my online BLOG here http://blog.crystalhearinguk.co.uk
Your views and comments are always welcomed – please email me at info@crystalhearinguk.co.uk
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The damage is done!
Until scientists can overcome the problem of how to regenerate damaged 
hair cells we are left with the only option of using hearing aids to try and 
‘aid’ your hearing loss.  

The image to the left shows a batch of healthy hair cells located within the 
cochlea above an image of some heavily damaged hair cells. 

This damage is normally more prevalent in the higher frequency hair cell 
range where speech clarity / sibilants are detected. This gives tendency 
for people with nerve related hearing loss to complain that other people 
mumble when they speak.

It is important for anyone who suffers from hair cell damage related hearing 
loss to bear in mind that we are NOT fixing or curing this damage. Thus, 
no matter how sophisticated hearing aids become, they will never be a 
perfect solution. But, better technology allows us to help you reach your 
maximum hearing potential.

For more advanced reading on understanding why speech in background 
noise is difficult even with the latest digital hearing aids... 

The good news is… Hearing aids are getting better.
The bad news is… Your hearing isn’t!“

“

the upward spread of masking
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WELCOME TO CRYSTAL HEARING 
It has been a year since the last posted newsletter and the big development news of the last year has 
been the arrival made for iPhone hearing aids (GN Resound LiNX and Starkey Halo) which 
opens a new era of hearing aid technology and improved hearing (see on page 2).  

Invisible-in-canal hearing aids are proving very popular and successful and we can now supply true 
size completely in canal (CIC) wireless compatible hearing aids with the Starkey 3-Series when 
used with the Surflink Mobile (detailed on page 4).  

Many manufacturers now incorporate binaural sound mapping  in their digital 
hearing aids, whereby the left and right hearing aids are constantly exchanging sound data at very 
high transfer rates to give improved localisation and speech understanding. This is now possible 
with newer, faster and more powerful digital microchips. These chipsets generally double in power 
and speed every 3 years now.  

Crystal Hearing can choose from the best the leading 8 hearing aid suppliers ensuring that you get 
the best product for your specific needs. The majority of high street hearing aid retailers are tied to 
one or two suppliers. If you are thinking of upgrading please do call for advice. 

Your views and comments are always welcome  please email info@crystalhearinguk.co.uk 
 
Previous newsletters can be viewed here: http://www.crystalhearinguk.co.uk/newsletters.php 
 
 

Make the most of your hearing aids 
 

 

Aftercare  Please do call for a check up so we can retest your hearing, 
check you are maintaining your hearing aids properly, and see if any 
programming adjustments may be beneficial. It may be that your hearing 
aid needs a repair / service and this may be covered free by your warranty. 
Also, many suppliers offer firmware upgrades which may enhance the 
settings and this can be undertaken very simply when we connect to your 
hearing aids. Hearing aids over 6 years old will be subject to a call out 
charge of £75. 

 

Accessories  many hearing aid suppliers now offer wireless accessories, 
meaning we can connect you and your hearing aids to other devices, such 
as your TV or your telephone. This can greatly improve your 
understanding of speech as the sound is transferred wirelessly direct into 
both hearing aids. Please see page 3 for more information or call us on 
0800 077 8248 to discuss how wireless accessories may help you. 

 

Upgrades  hearing aids are improving all the time and it may be that 
new hearing aids can help you hear better. Most people upgrade every 5 
years. For existing customers we can offer an early upgrade discount of 
5% (up to £170) if you upgrade within 5 years (on binaural orders). No 
high street retailers offer existing customers early upgrade discounts.  
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Hello again and welcome to the Crystal Hearing annual newsletter. Sorry it is a bit later in the year than 

normal. Crystal Hearing has now been running for 8 years and I am glad to say times remain busy – 

which is good! 

The Crystal Hearing freephone number has changed and is now 0800 180 4075. 

Digital hearing aids continue to advance and this newsletter is designed to inform you of the principal 

offerings from the main leaders in the digital hearing aid world.  

The driving force behind digital hearing aid technology is the microchips. These continue to be made 

smaller, faster and more powerful than ever before and hearing aid manufacturers now use chipsets than 

can undertake 350 million calculations per second! This means that current digital hearing aid can 

process demanding listening environments with improved results giving you better hearing (please 

remember though, if you have age related hearing loss then you have a damaged cochlear and this 

limits the benefit hearing aids can offer). 

Your views and comments are always welcome – please email info@crystalhearinguk.co.uk 
 
Previous newsletters can be viewed here: http://www.crystalhearinguk.co.uk/newsletters.php 
 

 
 

EAR WAX REMOVAL 

Crystal Hearing has been undertaking ear wax removal now for almost 2 
years. Principally this is done via micro-suction which is safer than ear 
syringing, but sometimes we use a combination of methods in order to 
achieve the best results.  

Ear wax removal is chargeable.  

Many local GP surgeries are now stopping offering ear syringing – so, if 
you suffer from blocked ear problems please call: 

0800 180 4075   or  07957 465 084 

 
 

 

AFTERCARE 

Please do call for a check up to get the best from your hearing aids. 
Check ups are free for the first 5 years. £75 thereafter.  

The best time to call is on the anniversary of your purchase so that we 
have more time to fit you in. (check your receipt!) 
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Siemens have excelled in the last year with an upgraded portfolio 
which includes an upgrade to the world’s smallest behind the ear 
hearing aid – now Siemens ACE. 
 
The new Siemens hearing aids are labelled  ‘BINAX’; with a new 
chipset that undertakes 350 million calculations per second!  

 
Siemens Ace Binax 
 Actual Size (20mm) 

Better than normal hearing!*  
Both hearing aids include a plethora of technology to increase speech understanding in noise and 
give the user complete control of their hearing aids using their mobile phone. 

Using super fast ear-2-ear wireless technology Siemens creates a virtual eight-microphone network 
to provide a heightened sensitivity of the acoustic environment: They call this “High Definition 
Sound Resolution” or HDSR. HDSR is the basis for the Binax features that offer an exceptional 
binaural listening experience. In fact, it is so powerful that Binax hearing instruments are clinically 
proven to allow wearers to understand speech in cocktail-party like situations even better than their 
normal hearing counterparts.* 

 
TAKE FULL CONTROL 

 
TAKE CONTROL OF YOUR HEARING WITH 

SIEMENS SPATIAL CONFIGURATOR 

Siemens ‘Spatial Configurator’ – using your Smart 
Phone 
 
One of many new features Siemens offer that give 
YOU the user full control over your hearing aids like 
never before.  
 
Digital hearing aids typically always give focus to the 
front as background noise gets louder; but, this is not 
always the case, such as in the car, on a train, walking, 
playing golf etc.  
 
Using the EasyTek app on your smart phone you can 
now take control of which direction you want the 
hearing aids to focus. Using the above mentioned ear-
2-ear wireless technology, you have the ability to 
choose a focus to the left, the right, or behind, and 
even to reduce the focus ahead to a very narrow beam 
for speech in noisy restaurants etc. 
 
 

*Two clinical studies have shown that Binax provides better than normal hearing in certain demanding environments (University of Northern Colorado, 2014; Oldenburg 
Hörzentrum, 2013): Speech Reception Thresholds (SRT) in cocktail-party situations improved up to 2.9 dB for wearers with mild to moderate hearing loss using Carat Binax or Pure 
Binax hearing aids with narrow directionality, compared to people with normal hearing. 
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This is the first appearance for Hansaton in the Crystal Hearing newsletter. And for good reason. 
Hansaton are a German company founded in 1957, family run and with good pedigree. Hansaton hearing 
aids are worn by people in more than 70 countries. 

 
 

Hansaton are the only hearing aid manufacturer in the world 
offering fully rechargeable in-ear hearing aids.  
 
Simply place the hearing aids into the charging unit at night 
and close the lid. The LED indicators will then show they are 
charging and they will be ready for use again the next day.   
 
High performing yet simple! - We really do not know why 
other companies have not followed suit.  

 
Also from Hansaton – ‘Legance’ skin tone faceplates to 
make the larger in-ear hearing aids much more 
cosmetically appealing and less conspicuous.  
 
The larger in-ear hearing aids can pack in more 
technology and more power than the smaller IIC and CIC 
deeply positioned in-ear hearing aids.  
 
So with ‘Legance’ faceplates you get the best of both 
worlds.  
  

 

 

 
Oticon also have an upgraded portfolio which is proving 
very popular this year – part of which includes the world’s 
only true size WIRELESS IIC / CIC digital hearing aids  
 
(CIC – completely in canal / IIC - invisible in canal – subject to ear canal) 

 
 
 

 

 
 
Wireless hearing aids allow the user to 
stream from other devices into the hearing 
aids giving increased clarity; for example 
from the TV, telephone, computer, tablet 
etcwright.  
 
Wireless also means you can control your 
Oticon IIC hearing aids better than any other 
brand now.  

www.crystalhearinguk.co.uk/oticon-hearing-aids.php           (logo)    0800 180 4075 
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WELCOME TO CRYSTAL HEARING 

Hello, my name is John Lloyd, Registered Hearing Aid Audiologist and Managing Director of Crystal Hearing Limited, and I welcome 
you to the very first Crystal Hearing newsletter.

Crystal Hearing Ltd is an independent company dedicated to supplying the very best and latest digital hearing aids at more affordable 
prices, with a professional fitting service and ongoing aftercare included. If you have received this newsletter then you have either 
purchased hearing aids from Crystal Hearing, or you may have had a hearing test and not purchased any hearing aids, or you simply 
bought some hearing aid accessories or batteries.

I hope you do not mind that I have included you on the distribution list as I feel you may find the newsletter informative and of 
benefit to your own personal needs.

For more regular hearing aid updates please view my online BLOG here http://blog.crystalhearinguk.co.uk
Your views and comments are always welcomed – please email me at info@crystalhearinguk.co.uk

June 2013 Newsletter No.1

Freephone: 0800 077 8248

Email: info@crystalhearinguk.co.uk

www.crystalhearinguk.co.uk

Suppliers of Discount Digital Hearing Aids since 2007

The damage is done!
Until scientists can overcome the problem of how to regenerate damaged 
hair cells we are left with the only option of using hearing aids to try and 
‘aid’ your hearing loss.  

The image to the left shows a batch of healthy hair cells located within the 
cochlea above an image of some heavily damaged hair cells. 

This damage is normally more prevalent in the higher frequency hair cell 
range where speech clarity / sibilants are detected. This gives tendency 
for people with nerve related hearing loss to complain that other people 
mumble when they speak.

It is important for anyone who suffers from hair cell damage related hearing 
loss to bear in mind that we are NOT fixing or curing this damage. Thus, 
no matter how sophisticated hearing aids become, they will never be a 
perfect solution. But, better technology allows us to help you reach your 
maximum hearing potential.

For more advanced reading on understanding why speech in background 
noise is difficult even with the latest digital hearing aids... 

The good news is… Hearing aids are getting better.
The bad news is… Your hearing isn’t!“

“

the upward spread of masking
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WELCOME TO CRYSTAL HEARING 
It has been a year since the last posted newsletter and the big development news of the last year has 
been the arrival made for iPhone hearing aids (GN Resound LiNX and Starkey Halo) which 
opens a new era of hearing aid technology and improved hearing (see on page 2).  

Invisible-in-canal hearing aids are proving very popular and successful and we can now supply true 
size completely in canal (CIC) wireless compatible hearing aids with the Starkey 3-Series when 
used with the Surflink Mobile (detailed on page 4).  

Many manufacturers now incorporate binaural sound mapping  in their digital 
hearing aids, whereby the left and right hearing aids are constantly exchanging sound data at very 
high transfer rates to give improved localisation and speech understanding. This is now possible 
with newer, faster and more powerful digital microchips. These chipsets generally double in power 
and speed every 3 years now.  

Crystal Hearing can choose from the best the leading 8 hearing aid suppliers ensuring that you get 
the best product for your specific needs. The majority of high street hearing aid retailers are tied to 
one or two suppliers. If you are thinking of upgrading please do call for advice. 

Your views and comments are always welcome  please email info@crystalhearinguk.co.uk 
 
Previous newsletters can be viewed here: http://www.crystalhearinguk.co.uk/newsletters.php 
 
 

Make the most of your hearing aids 
 

 

Aftercare  Please do call for a check up so we can retest your hearing, 
check you are maintaining your hearing aids properly, and see if any 
programming adjustments may be beneficial. It may be that your hearing 
aid needs a repair / service and this may be covered free by your warranty. 
Also, many suppliers offer firmware upgrades which may enhance the 
settings and this can be undertaken very simply when we connect to your 
hearing aids. Hearing aids over 6 years old will be subject to a call out 
charge of £75. 

 

Accessories  many hearing aid suppliers now offer wireless accessories, 
meaning we can connect you and your hearing aids to other devices, such 
as your TV or your telephone. This can greatly improve your 
understanding of speech as the sound is transferred wirelessly direct into 
both hearing aids. Please see page 3 for more information or call us on 
0800 077 8248 to discuss how wireless accessories may help you. 

 

Upgrades  hearing aids are improving all the time and it may be that 
new hearing aids can help you hear better. Most people upgrade every 5 
years. For existing customers we can offer an early upgrade discount of 
5% (up to £170) if you upgrade within 5 years (on binaural orders). No 
high street retailers offer existing customers early upgrade discounts.  
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We recommend that you add your hearing aids to your home contents insurance, 
and specify they be covered as ‘special item all risks’. 

If you lose your hearing aid / aids: Please call us before calling your insurance 
company so that we can advise you how to proceed with your claim, as it has come 
to our attention that some insurance companies are insisting that you use their own 
‘preferred suppliers’ to replace your lost hearing aid / aids. 

We are sure you agree with us that this is not good practice for such a specialist service 
based supply where lots of fine tuning may have been necessary in the setting up of 
your hearing aids. We can easily restore your preferred settings into your replacement 
hearing aids, and if you only lose one hearing aid you do not really want to be dealing 
with two different suppliers.

Ever lost a hearing aid?
Or worried about doing so?

170 Little Marlow Road Marlow, Marlow, Buckinghamshire, SL7 1HX

Online newsletter - http://blog.crystalhearinguk.co.uk/
If you would rather not receive this newsletter or if you have any questions please email info@crystalhearinguk.co.uk

Please call us the first instance of losing your hearing aids

important to ensure that you are getting the best out of your hearing aids. 

If it has been some time since your hearing aids have been checked or your hearing 
tested then please do not hesitate to contact me.

Also, there may now be new hearing aid accessories that can be used in conjunction 
with your hearing aids which could boost their performance. 

(Please don’t all reply at once though - this newsletter is being sent to over 400 
clients!)

HEARING AID AFTERCARE

and recieve

£50
Do you have a friend or relative who doesn’t 
hear so well?
 
Please email us their details and will will contact them, or alternatively ask them 
to contact us mentioning your name.  We will send a cheque for £25 for every 
hearing aid purchase via a recommendation. 

That’s £50 for every binaural purchase!

RECOMMEND A FRIEND...

cash reward

* * * * * *

 

 

Invisible Hearing Aids could work for you 
 

Most leading hearing aid manufacturers are now producing invisible-in-
canal / IIC digital hearing aids. Suited to people with a mild to moderate 
level of hearing loss.  
 
Over the last year or so many clients have opted for this solution with great 
success. Whilst not always invisible they are very discreet. For those who 

 
 
Call 0800 077 8248 / 07957 465 084 to see if you are suited to an IIC digital 
hearing aid. All fittings come with a 60 day money back guarantee. 
 

 

 
LOST HEARING AIDS 
 
Please check your hearing aids are covered for loss under your home 
contents insurance. If they are not then please do add them asap. 
 
If you lose your hearing aids please let us know in the first instance so 
we can guide you towards getting the best replacements for your 
needs. 
 
Some insurance companies may put pressure on you to go ahead with 

are 
perfectly within your rights to state you wish to stick with your 
existing supplier. PLEASE CALL US IN THE FIRST INSTANCE 
OF LOSING YOUR HEARING AIDS SO WE CAN ADVISE 
YOU. 

 Recommend a Friend 
 
As before but remove the exclamation mark  

 Address Box 
 
MISTAKE - Marlow is repeated on the first line 
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